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revelutionary fighter
against imperialisrn,
rnoulrned by the rnilitant
and the oppressed
PAPER DOVE
Nixon's recent r,isit to A.sia, anri recent
statements, have given rise to speculation that Washington may after all be in
the process oI formulating a new China
poiicy.

A little

consitieration

will

shou,this

vieu. to bc totally itrlusory. The U.S. has

of the long-term goals
either of its China polic5, or its Asia
changed none

policy. trt cannot possibly do so while
remaining the Ieading force of Western

imperialism.
The U.S. continues its illegal occupation of Chinese territory, Taiwan. Nor
rvill it renoilnce its opposition to China

at the United Nations. Frorn Japan to
Thailand a ring of l-romber bases with

nuclear lveapons rnenaces China, while
the Seventh Fleet remains on the prowl

in the Tairvan Straits.

In Vietnam, x,hose ties u,ith China are
as 'lips to teeth,' the abomination of U,S.
aggression continues. The equivalent of
two atom bombs on the l{iroshima and
Nagasaki scale is being dropped lveekl5'
on South Vietnam. In Indonesia Nixon
gives words of encouragement to Suharto
and Nasution, rnurderers of their
people.

orvn

Manila, Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, Seoul

and New Delhi evidence the same pattern; assistance and comfort for ruling

cliques rvhose rnain preoccupation is to
stamp out the fires of revolutionary
movements at home, while sustaining a
crude anti-China polic5, abroad, thus

of Washingt6l's
bounty and patronage.
Yt/hy does Nixon seek to give a new
look to the old policy? Because it is
completelj, discredited and suffering
assuring themseh,es

and

ilnoscorv's

defeat. Reeling undel the hammer blorvs
of the ireroic people of Vietnarn; an un-

varying target of hatred and contempt

in Asia, Africa and Latin
Arnerica, and increasingly in Europe as
well; threatened at horne by a rising
etrservhere

title of potentially revolutionary discontent, U.S. imperialism seeks a breathing

spell. But the basic policy cannot change.
It must however be disguised for the
masses. The clue

to Mr. Nixon's

for a nerv doyish image Iies here.

search

rlriihin the ranks of the people, ve cannot do u'ithout freetlom, nor cal y,e rlo
r itllout cliscipiine; rve cannot do rvithout democrac5,, nor eall rve rlo u'iflrout
centralisrn. This nnity of democracy and centralism, of froedom and discipline.
constitutes our tlemocratic centralism. (1Wao Tse-tung: On the Conect lln.ttcllittq
oi Contra.dictions antong th.e Pecple).
Article lrive of the Chinese Communist Party's netv Constitution begins rvith
thesc words: 'The organisational principle of the Party is Democratic Centralism.' Throughoui its long history, the
Communist Farty of China has organised
itseif on the basis of democratic centralism; and looking back over that history
tt is inpossible to deny that the Party
has proved itselt, over and over again,
extraordinarily effective in accompiishing its aims. Ii should therefore be of
r;alLre to consider this Leninist principle
as a rrain source of the Party's strength
and effectiveness.
Democratic centralism is the principle
that governs relationships within a com-

munist party. This has been so since
Lenin's day; it was Lenin who realised

that both democracy and centralism were
absolutely essentiai in any party that

\,\ras

to make retrolution and

achieve

socialism and communism. And today, a
'party of the Lenin type ' is one whose
inner organisation is based on this principle of democratlc centralism. No other
type of party can legitimately caII itself
communist, and no party that pays only
Iip-service to this principle can be considered truly communist.
But rvhy democracy, and why centralism? Other parties and groups have been
formed on the basis of embracing one of
these and rejecting the other. ?here are
groups (for example, those which today
are associated u,ith suci-r spokesmen as
Cohn-Bendit) that consider any kind of
central control as smacking of authori-

tarianism, and therefore pin their faith
spontaneity. Others demand a niiitary-type discipline as the only possible
nreans of achieving their goal. But a
true communist party cannot dispense

to

rvith either discipline or

spontaneity.

This may appear a paradox. since these
tv,'o qualitles are in direct contradiction;
but the contradiction is a fruitful one,
whicl'r lles at the base of all effective
mass action, and can girre it greater

pou,er and reduce

the possibility

of

error.
Centralism is essential to a communist
party because the aims demand united

action, and united action cannot conceii'ably be maintained by mere spontaneity. It is organisation, leadership,

direction

that

maires

iine and policy (and also, lr,here

neces.

and discipline

- of the propossible- for the mass forces
letariat to pursue, consistentiy, a single
it

sary, to amend tl'rat policy and sttIl retain

unlty).

But democracy is essential too, slnce
it is the essence of communism that it
shouid futfill the aspirations of the
rrasses. To permit the development of an

elite within the party can only ensure
the dominance of an ideology of the
elite, as the recent history of the Soliet
Communist Party has shown. Communism rneans the end of all classes, all
hierarchies, and a party rvhich is essentially hierarchical in its constitution (or
which constitutes itself as a hierarchy)
cannot accomplish this: it is not in the
nature of a hierarchy to destroy itself.
But democracy in the party should be
regarded, essentially, in a more positive
light, since revoiLltionary history has
shown, consistently, that the strength of
the mas-ses only becomes finally effective
when the masses are acting in their orvn
right, as initiators and creators
Revolutions are the festivals of the
oppressed and the exploited. At no
other times are the masses of the
people in a position to come fonvard
so actively as creators of a nerv
sociai order as at a time of revolution. (Lenin : Two Tcctics of Socicl
Detnocracy in tl'te Dentocratic Retolution)

And u,hat is true for the masses outside
the party must be just as true for the
lnasses of the men'rbership.
Lenin made the point that 'a vanguard
orms its task as a \/anguard only

perf

ll,hen it is able to avoid

becoming
leads and is
able really to lead the wl-role mass forward' (On the SignilrcLtnce oJ Milittirtt

divorced from the masses

it

Xta.terictlixn) This Leninist emphasis
on the mass roots of a communist vanguard party has received true and full

recognition in China, where nlao's

leadership gives first place to the

mass

Iine as the real basis of proletarian
democracy. It is impossible for a comnunist party that does not maintain
close links with the 'workers and poor
peasants at grass-roots level to retain its

revolutionary ciass perspective. \Vithout the mass line
- which
party,
means, the constant flow of ideas from the nasses to the
which then analyses them, concentrates them and takes them, in
a new and more effective form, back to the masses
any com- shown in
munist party (as the Soviet party again has clearly
recent years) will ossify and turn bureaucratic, corrupt and
tyrannical.

CONTRADICTORY CONCEPTS
It would obviously be impractical to expect that a principle
which comprehends such contradictory concepts as freedom and
discipline, democracy and centralism, can be put into effect

through anything in the way of a tight and rigid formula.
There can exist no set of rules for ensuring that democratic
centralism will be maintained in any organisation; parties which

Iapse into authoritarianism or ultra-democracy do not do so
simply because of or for lack of any particular article in their
constitution. Nor is it possible constanttry to retain a perfect
balance between the two extremes; since the two principles
involved are constantly at struggle. Communist parties reflect
this struggle by emphasising at one time or another one or the

other

aspect.

It has been said that Liu

Shao-chi's counter-revolution'ary

line placed such stress on party discipline that the democratic
element ceased to function effectively. He spoke of the
' danger' of democratic tendencies within the party 'loosening
inner-party unity and weakening the flghting will of the party';
such ideas as this led to the devitalising of party democracy
to such an extent that a fresh current of democratic thought
and action had to be injected into the patty Ironx outside. ThLs
has been one function of China's Cultural Revolution. And since

it would

seem that any organisation must, at times, tend towards rigidity and over-organisation, the Cultural Revolution
wiil stand, from now on, as an example, indeed the supreme
example, of the way in which these tendencies can be effec-

tively resisted.

SHAM DEMOCRACY
trt is to be appreciated that this concept of democracy is
poles apart from the notion of liberal, parliamentary democracy
current

in the

West. The sham

of parliamentary

democracy

scarcely needs to be exposed; it merely presents the electoral
masses with a choice between two brands of the same product,
namely, bourgeois dictatorship. Only the connoisseur can tell
White Horse blindfold, and five years of 'Labour'rule has surely
confused all but the finest palates as to the difierence between
the two available brands of parliamentary government. StiII,
Iiberal bourgeois democracy does offer possibilities of self'
expression and even of influence to a section of the population
that section which is permitted a certain social standing by
-virtue
of its financial stake in the society and its thorough
education and indoctrination in the standards of the society.
This, of course, is the so-called 'open society' upon which
Western liberals are nowadays so fond of congratulating themselves. Communist democracy, on the other hand, refuses to
grant special opportunities to any privileged stratum it is
democracy for the masses, and seeks to spread as widely as
possible among the masses the opportunities of self-expression

and influence.

But all this must not lead us to undervalue the principle of
centralism. As Lenin pointed out (in Left-Wing Communism),
without 'an iron party tempered in the struggle . . . it is impossible to conduct such a struggle successfully.' And, with the
grim years that followed 1917 in mind, he wrote:

Certainly, almost everyone now realises that the Bolsheviks could not have maintained themselves in power for
two and a half months, Iet alone two and a half years,
unless the strictest, truly iron discipline had prevailed in

ourParty...

Mao Tse-tung is explicit on this point. '(The) Communist Party
not only needs democracy but needs centralisation even more'
(Recti.lA the Partg's StAle oI Work). Thus, in democratic centralism, 'the minority is subordinate to the majority, the lower
level to the higher level, the part to the whole and the entire
membership to the Central Committee.'
However, such subordination cannot be absolute, or we should

be presented with an absolute hierarchy. And what is to be
done, for example, when the line adopted by the Central Com-

mittee is incorrect? 'We have seen incorrect lines adopted and

carried through by Central Committees right across Europe
and beyond, so the question is not an aeademic one. It would
seem fair to say that at this point, the democratic aspect mttst
become dominant
even more.

- in other

words the party needs decmoeracy

LISTEN TO THE MASSES
It is interesting to note that the Ninth

Congress of the Conr'
munist Party of China, in introducing a new Party Constitution
(prepared, in the most democratic manner, on the basis of
thousands of drafts from revolutionary committees, party
branches, P.L.A. units, etc., with the masses given the oppor-

tunity of thorough discussion of the subsequent draft), has

put forward entirely new formulations aimed at reinforcing the
democratic character of the party. Again, it is necessary to
stress that no set of written rules can ensure democracy; but
the new Constitution was prepared in the spirit of the Cultural
Revolution and is indeed a direct political result of that revoiution. It can therefore be read as a crystallisation of the situation existing in the Chinese Party at the present time.
Article Five deserves careful study. This provides specifically
that leading bodies of the party are to 'Iisten constantly to the
opinions of the masses both inside and outside the party, and
accept their supervision.' If a party member holds a different
view with regard to the directives and decisions of the party
organisations, he is allowed the right to reserve his views, and
'the right to bypass the immediate leadership and reporL
directly to higher levels . . .'
This can be read as a sign that, in the present period, the
without in any sense departing
Chinese Communist Party
to an upsurge of disciplined
from centralism may, in response
initiative on the -part of the masses, be tending to emphasise the
' democracy' aspect of democratic centralism. However that
may be, the drafters of the Constitution stress the need to
'create a political situation in which there are both centralisrn
and democracy, both discipline and freedom, both unity of will
and personal ease of mind and liveliness '.
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NEW

STAGE NEW CO/VSTITUTIOIV

The Constitution adopted by the Ninth Congress of the
Chinese Communist Party on 14th -April, 1969, is the fifth in
the history of the Party-L92L, 1928,1945, 1956, 1969. Each

reflected the political situation in the country and the stage
reached by the Revolution. In 1921 at ihe formation of the
CPC the model was the Soviet Bolshevik Party; in 1928 the
Constitution was re-drawn in the light of the experience of the
betrayal by Chiang Kai-shek of the united front; in 1945 the
Japanese invader had been defeated and the final struggle for
liberation 'lvas about to begin; by 1956, seven years after the
settrng up of the People's Republic of China, agriculture had
advanced to the stage of co-operatives over most of the country
(to be followed in two years by the People's Communes), and
industry was being changed over from private to joint stateprivate ownership. By 1969 the socialist transformation of the
economic base had been virtually accomplished and, through the
Cultural Revolution, a new way had been found to bring about

ideological transformation essential for socialist consolidation
and advance. The struggles which accompanied these achievements continued both inside and outside the Communist Party
and, as became clear during the Cultural Revolution, were

for or against socialism.
-A few necessarily brief comparisons of the 1945, 1956, and
1969 Constitutions reveal the nature of the class struggle at
each stage, and the changing balance of class forces.
stnuggles

country'. The main task of the Communist Party was said to
be:

'by continuously adopting correct methods to transform
what now remains of capitalist ownership into ownership
by the whole people, transform what remains of individual
ownership by the working masses, uproot the system of
exploitation and remove all the causes that give rise to such
a system.'
This reads like a programme of peaceful transition to the state
of the whole people, ignoring class struggle.

CONTINUING REVOLUTION
Between 1956 and 1969 the clear analyses by the Chinese
Communist Party in the Sino-Soviet ideological dispute and thc
Cultural Revolution exposed the fallacy of 'the state of the
whole people' in the period of socialism, when classes, class
contradictions and class conflicts continue. By contrast with the
1956 document, the 1969 Constitution states:
'The basic programme of the Communist Party of China
is the complete overthrow of the bourgeoisie and all other
exploiting classes, the establishment of the dictatorship of

the proletariat in place of the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie and the triumph of socialism over capitalism. Ttre
ultimate aim of t}re Party is the realisation of Communism.'

STAGES OF STRUGGLE
nn 1945, because China was still a 'semicolonial and

feudal society

the

semi-

Chinese revolution' was 'directed
against imperialism and feudalism'. The main contradiction was
therefore that of the anti-imperialist and anti-feudal forces
unit,ed under the Chinese Communist Party against their internal and external enemies (see the 1945 constitution). In 1949 a
qualitative change took place with the setting up of the People's
Republic of China:
'The great victories of the Chinese people's war of liberation and of the people's revolution have put an end to the
era of the rule of imperialism, feudalism and bureaucratic
eapitalism in China. From the status of the oppressed, the
Chinese people has attained that of the master in a new
society and a new state,. .' (CommonProgramme oi the
C hin e s e P e ople' s P olitic aL C o n sultatia e C onJ e r en c e, a dopte d
at the First Plenary Session, 12th September, 1949).

From then onward the main contradiction was that between
the proletariat and their revolutionary allies striving for socialism, led by Mao Tse-tung, against reactionaries and revisionists
both inside and outside China. State power was in the hands of
'the people's democratic united front composed of the Chinese
working class, peasantry, petty bourgeoisie, national bourgeoisie
and other patriotic democratic eiements, based on the alliance
of v-orkers and peasants and led by the working class (Com-

man Programme).
Feople's Republic

the Preamble of the Constitution of the
of China, adopted 20th September, 1954, by

the First National People's Congress, reaffirms the position of
the rvorking class as the leading force
the guidance of
- under
gradual abolition of
the Communist Party to ensure ' the
systems of exploitation- and the building of a socialist society'.
This step-by-step advance towards socialism was accomplished
in the course of sharp class struggles.
The 1956 Party Constitution, however, does not reflect the
reaJity of the class struggles, simply observing that, for 'complete victory for the great cause of socialism . the Party
must continue to pay attention to the elimination of capitalist

and make determined efforts to
factors and influence
mohilise and unite all the positive forces throughout the

Even though the 1956 document says that 'the aim of the
Party is the achievement of socialism and communism', it still
needed a Cultural Revolution to make clear to everyone the
real meaning of Lenin's statement that 'the main question of
every revolution is, undoubtedly, the question of state power.
In the hands of which class power is this decides everything '
(One ol the Fundamental Questi,ons- of the Reuoluti,on, L9l7).
In his Report to the Ninth Congress Lin Piao reiterated this
point: 'The fundamental question in the current great revolution in the realm of the superstructure is the question of political power, a question of which class holds leadership.' And
the 1969 Constitution emphasises the point when it refers
explicitly to 'the threat of subversion and aggression by imperialism and modern revisionism', stating that 'only by depending on the Marxist theory of continued revolution and on
practice under its guidance' can the proletariat win the struggle
'against the bourgeoisie and all other exploiting classes'.

MASS SUPERVISION
The theoretical basis on which the Chinese Communist Party
relies was set out in all three Constitutions. In 1945 it was said:
'The Communist Party of China guides its entire work by the
teachings which unite the theories of Marxism-Leninism with
the actual practice of the Chinese Revolution the Thought
to Mao's
of Mao Tse-tung.' But in 1956 there is no reference
Thought or to Mao, the Constitution merely stating: ' The Communist Party of China takes Marxism-Leninism as its guide to
action.' In 1969 the Constitution states: 'The Communist Party
of China takes Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-tung Thought as the

theoretical basis

of its thinking. Mao

Tse-tung Thought is

Marxism-Leninism of the era in which capitalism is heading for
total collapse and socialism is advancing to world-wide victory.'
In all three Constitutions the basic organisational principle
is declared to be democratic centralism and individual members
are given the right to criticise Party organisations and cadres,
Similarly, they have the right to submit any appeal or complaint up to and including the Central Committee. They are also
urged to maintain close links with working people outside the
Party, to listen to them, and consult with them. The real difference lies, not in the wording of the three Constitutions, but

in the possibility of realising their intentions. As Mao said in
I'ebruary 1967:
'In the past we waged struggles in rural areas, in factories, in the cultural field, and we carried out the socialist
education movement. But all this failed to solve the probIem because we did not find a form, a method, to arouse
the broad masses to expose our dark aspect openly, in an
all-round way and from below.'
The experience of millions who have taken a personal part

in the Cultural Revolution and in the creation of the Constitution guarantees that the provisions of the 1969 Constitution
will be carried out, and that Party irembers and bodies will be
supervised by the masses. An important detail introduced in
1969 is the stipulation that before an applicant can be admitted
to the Party, 'the opinions of the broad masses inside and outside the Party' must be obtained.
In the field of foreign relations there is a striking difference
between the 1956 and 1969 Constitutions. In 1956 it was stated:
'The Communist Party of China advocates a foreign policy
directed to the safeguarding of world peace and the achievement of peaceful co-existence between countries with different systems. The Party stands for the establishment and

development of diplomatic, economic and cultural relations
between China and other countries of the world . . . It supports all efforts made by the peoples and governments of
other countries to uphold peace
and expresses its

A READER'S CRITICISM
A reader has sent some criticism of our August
'Besieging the Cities

article,

'.

One of the main points at issue concerns the relationship of
the revolutionary struggle in the 'cities' of the world (the
eapitalist countries of North American and Europe) and in
the ' countryside ' (Africa, Asia and Latin America). Our
correspondent says that the writer of the article seems confused
different

by two formulations made by Lin Piao on two
occaslons.

(1) Since World War II, the proletarian revolutionary
movement has for various reasons been temporarily held
back in the North American and West European capitalist
countries, while the people's revolutionary movement in

Asia, Africa and Latin America has been growing vigor(Long Liue the VictorE oJ People's War, 1965)
ousIy.
(2) An unprecedentedly gigantic revolutionary mass movement has broken out in Japan, Western Europe and North
America, the 'heartlands ' of capitalism. More and more
people are awakening. (Report to the Ninth Congress, 1969)

Both formulations are correct, says our critic, and reflect
difierent stages in the struggle. To stress the first while
ignoring the second leads to misunderstanding of Lin Piao's
central thesis and the fuII implications of the Report are not
brought out. It is the interactiorz of the struggle in the colonial
and semi-colonial countries with that of the capitalist countries

which is significant.

sympathy for all struggles in the world against imperialisen
and colonialism . endeavours to . . . strengthen China's
friendship with all other countries in the camp of peace,
democracy and socialism headed by the Soviet Union . . .'
But in 1969 we read:
'The Communist Party of China upholds proletarian internationalism; it flrmly unites with the genuine MarxistLeninist parties and groups the world over, unites with the
proletariat, the oppressed people and nations of the whole
world and fights together with them to overthrow imperialisrn headed by the United States, modern revisionism with
the Soviet revisionist renegade clique as its centre and the
reactionaries of aII countries, and to aboiish the systern of
exploitation of man by man on the globe, so that all nan-

kind wiII be ernancipated.'
1945 China's anti-imperialist and anti-feudal forces ivere
united under the Communist Party against their external and
internai enemies. From 1949 the class struggle, both inside and
outside the Party, became that between the proletariat and
their revolutionary allies striving for socialism and 1ed by
Mao, and the anti-socialist reactionaries and revisionists led by
Liu Shao-chi. It is this struggle that was reflected in the 1956
Constitution, which bears strong marks of the revisionism of
the 20th CPSU Congress. By 1969 the rebellion of China's reroIutionary people, guided by Mao, against counter-revolt-ltionaries, had ma-de possible the proletarian Constitution adopted

In

by the Ninth Congress.

tinents are being rapidly revolutionised there is no question of
waiting for the 'countryside'; it is up to revolutionaries in the
West to make a living application of Mao's Thought to their own
problems. The events in Paris surely showed that however gxeat
the dissatisfaction of the people, no basic change can be niade
if there is no party with a correct line and having the confidence

of the

people

even though the system may be directiy

- GauIIe's massive call-up of armed forces and
threatened, as de
secret arrangements with Bonn made evident.
Our correspondent feels that the reference to 'weaith percolating downwards' clouds the argument. The gravy front erploitation at home and abroad, he says, goes into the same
pocket. Keynsian fiddling, especially consumer debt, creates the
illusion of affiuence. The bourgeosification of the working cnass
is primarily ideological. We are dealing with moribund capitalism in the West and the objective conditions for revolution ore
there, and have been since World War 1.
The article states that Lin Piao's 1969 Report 'can scarcei-v
be read as an attempt to give direct leadership to the international movement'. Our critic disagrees.

After analysing the four main contradictions in the rvorld
Lin Piao states cleariy the international antiimperialist
anti-revisionist policy of the Chinese Party and Governurent
today,

and clearly shows the way:

Ail

countries and people subjected to aggression, control,

intervention or bullying by U.S. imperialism and Soviet
revisionism, unite and form the broadest possible united

Our August article said: 'the western bastions of capitalism
and imperialism wiII not fall, wiII not even be directly
threatened, until the struggle in the " countryside " reaches a
rnuch higher level
i.e. until the " countryside " falls into the

front and overthrow our common enemies.'
Whether the war gives rise to revolution or revoltttion
prevents the war, U.S. imperialism and Soviet revisionisrt-L
wiil not last longl Workers of all countries, unitel ProIetarians and oppressed people and nations of the world,
unite I Bury U.S. imperialism, Soviet revisionism and their

matters

Iackeys

- conscious revolutionary people. Looking at
hands of the highly
in this light, nobody could have made the mistake of
regarding last year's event in Paris as presaging the fall of the
cities.'
But, says our critic, although the people of the three conPublishcd by

th. Chin.

!

This, our correspondent says, is not rhetoric.

We would welconte reo.ders' ttiews and other

cottunents.
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